Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been a remarkably hot topic in the last decade. With a WSN, the interesting physical information can be automatically sensed and filtered at node level and when transmitted to sink nodes, fused, and analyzed at system-wide level, thereby bridging the physical domain and information domain. Given that sensor nodes are of typically small size, how to perform adaptive sensing to ensure quality of sensing (also known as coverage) while maintaining the sustainability of sensor networks is a fundamental issue. With technology advance, new types of sensor networks have emerged, such as camera sensor networks, wireless rechargeable sensor networks, and radar sensor networks. Meanwhile, more sensors are being embedded in popular pocket-sized electronic devices, and this gives rise to a new paradigm of mobile sensor networks, that is, crowd sensing. With these emerging sensor networks, existing studies on sensing may not work since the sensing models, energy management, and network topology could be radically different from traditional ones. It is, therefore, of great interest to study the adaptive sensing in these emerging sensor networks.
This special issue provides the chance for researchers in sensor networks to provide their state-of-the-art thoughts and solutions to address the fundamental sensing problem. Out of 42 submissions, we have finally chosen some papers, which are concerned with different kind of interesting sensing problem.
The paper titled "One-Tier versus Two-Tier Wireless Sensor Networks: Coverage Problem" by T. Sheltami focuses on coverage problem in homogenous and heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. It considers a sensor network of The network is divided into many subregions where the nodes density is relatively uniform, and then the single-hop distance in each subregion is corrected to locate unknown nodes. Practical deployment and simulation experiments show that the accuracy of NDSL obviously outperforms traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
